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The teachers understand well that over time, students will finish their training and "will be released",
so to speak. They will begin a new life, and young specialists can achieve in the chosen direction
are capable of ambitious heights.
Here are valuable links and may be required since each university needs if not in sponsorship
support, then in influential patrons exactly.
How to win in KVN?
This is one of the very first questions than a student can be useful to the university. Watch is
required for the future, and university in the face of the rectorate clearly understands it.
In addition, when a graduate succeeds, in public, he will repeat about the educational institution,
which provided him with a higher education.
For example, since our president Vladimir Putin studied at the St. Petersburg Mountain Institute, this
is a higher educational institution, staying in the status of the university, well known to the whole
country.
Benefit from students like researchers
The world is moving scientific and technological progress, and many students seek to get into this
"World Water". In this case, we are talking about specialties related to programming and
engineering.
Some students still on the walls of the university demonstrate ingenious abilities in the exact
sciences, protect the honor of the university on urban, regional Olympiads. In the future, they can
even get a job in an international company.
University, such international relations are also useful, and the consciousness that own graduates
occupy such status workplaces "add advantages to a piggy bank" of an educational institution.
The teaching staff is always nice to start a dialogue with the sentences: "Here are our graduates,
they achieved ...". In this case, we are talking not only about the exact sciences, but also about
other social spheres of life. The specialties are enough for each applicant, the main thing is to be
implemented in the selected direction.
Benefit from students like payers
Many students are trained on a paid basis, so each semester replenishes the budget of the highest

educational institution.
The rectorate is interested in such wards, so the learning conditions for such more often loyal. And
what, such students do not need to pay a scholarship, but they regularly pay for the university
account to continue their studies in order to obtain higher education.
So the university is benefit from students and financial nature. Of course, the part is learned on a
budget basis, but also contract soldiers in each stream is always enough.
However, the student should not be accomplished, since the so-called "platforms" are subject to
sustainable deductions due to low progress. Therefore, it is important to tighten the "tails" in a timely
manner, do not tolerate debts on subjects to a new semester.

